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11 -beta-hydroxy steroid dehydrogenase 1 (HSD-1 ) is a popular target in
the pharmaceutical industry. I t catalyses the conversion of cortisone to
cortisol. When we undertook this project in 2003, there were no
publical ly available crystal structures of the target protein and few known
small molecule l igands. However, there were crystal structures of related
proteins and the xray structure of the natural l igand cortisone and its
acetylated analogue had been deposited in the Cambridge Structural
Database. Using these homologous proteins and a study of the l igands
of the HSDs, the minimum cortisone scaffold necessary for 11 -beta HSD
activity was elucidated and its putative bioactive conformation generated
using the small molecule xray structure of cortisone as a template. This
fragment was then minimised using the XED force field and field points
applied. The resulting Field Point Pattern was used as a search query
within FieldScreen.
The 500 top scoring compounds were ordered from commercial
suppliers and 408 were assayed. Activity was found in 4 diverse
chemical famil ies with IC50 values ranging from high uM to sub-200nM.
In 2003, 3 of the 4 active chemotypes were unreported in the patent
l iterature. However, over the fol lowing 3 years 2 chemotypes were
patented by pharmaceutical companies and one has been patented by
our co-workers on this project.
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The bioactive conformations of CCK-2 ligands were derived using FieldTemplater and 3 diverse actives. Two of

these were used as search queries in FieldScreen. Biological screening of 88 compounds led

to 27 actives with many novel chemotypes. 3 of the novel actives are shown.
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Cresset’s “fields” are scalar fields

which are derived in general from

calculating the interaction energy of a

‘probe’ molecule with the target

molecule. The field values are

interaction energy scores that can be

related directly to the energetics of

molecular interactions.

A ful l surface description of a molecule

over al l of its accessible conformations

is too complex. This problem has been

solved by condensing the complex

three-dimensional fields down to their

local extrema, or ‘field points’. These

‘field points’ disti l the information

contained in the ful l molecular fields

down to a small set of points in space

around the molecule: this is much

easier to handle quantitatively.

Blue: Negative
Red: Positive
Yellow: Steric
Gold:Hydrophobic

In condensing the fields to field

points, a lot of information is lost.

We recover some of this in the

field similarity calculation by

using the field points of one

molecule to sample the actual

field of another.

The sizes of the field points in the

first molecule A are multipl ied by

the actual field value sampled in

the second molecule B. The sum

of these gives an asymmetric

score A->B. This is then

averaged with the B->A score to

give a symmetric score, and

normalised to give a similarity

value. A simplex optimiser can

then be used to move the second

molecule relative to the first to

maximise the similarity score .

I f two or more compounds have the same binding mode, then in their

bioactive conformations their fields should be similar. FieldTemplater

compares the conformational populations of three or more molecules in

search of common field patterns: these are hypotheses as to the

bioactive conformers and their relative alignment in the active site.

FieldTemplater starts by comparing al l pairs of molecules to generate a

list of high-similarity pairwise alignments. I t then performs a clique search

across these to find a set of conformers in which every pair of conformers

has a high-scoring pairwise alignment. Each such set of conformers is

then analysed to see whether there exists an orientation of each

conformer which satisfies al l of the pairwise alignment. I f there is, then

this becomes a bioactive conformation and alignment hypothesis, or

"template".
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For each conformation there is an orientation matrix Ai. The relative

orientation of conformations i and j is given by Cij=AiAj'. For each pair

there is an optimal relative orientation Yij . We need to find a set of Ai such

that al l Cij are as close as possible to Yij . Start with al l Ai=I , then loop over

i replacing Ai with RAi where R is the rotation matrix that minimises

The iteration over i continues unti l convergence. An error matrix Eij for

each pair can be calculated, converted to an angle θij , and an overal l

RMS error θerr calculated. The template is kept if θerr is below a

threshold (roughly 1 0°).

Templates which pass are then optimised to maximise the average inter-

pair field similarity.

SEARCH MOLECULE(S)

FINGERPRINT SEARCH ON 3E6

MOLECULES

CLIQUE SEARCH ON 1 E6

MOLECULES

SIMPLEX SEARCH ON 2E5

MOLECULES

Fingerprint searches based on binned distance matrix of field

points. Very fast, but not very accurate. Good enough to reduce

universe size, but not good enough for final scoring.

Clique searches based on initial coloured clique matching of field

point patterns (1 02-1 03 matches per conformation). Each clique

match used to generate an alignment, which is then scored

according to ful l score function. The ful l score function is derived

from both the field similarity score and the shape similarity score,

with weighting parameters available to emphasise or

deemphasise the constributions of each probe molecule and

each of the four fields.

Simplex searches as per cl ique search, but final al ignment

optimised using a simplex optimiser to maximise similarity score.

Cluster on 2D descriptors if required, and fi lter out known actives

and their analogues.

28 projects on 28 different targets. 80% success rate.
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